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Executive Summary 
 
The following report, based upon structural inspections by Cowal Design 
Consultants Ltd, provides a summary of conditions of existing property, 
owned and maintained by Argyll Community Housing Association, at Numbers 
1,3,4 and 6 Oakhill Flats, Tarbert. 
 
Issues highlighted within the report include; 
 

External condition of fabric and structure. 
Clarification of construction elements. 
Confirmation of presence of wall ties. 
Assessment of roof space and external appreciation of roof. 

 
The report summarises that the housing is in generally reasonable structural 
condition and that wall ties are present, confirmed by means of metal 
detection. Although the inspections were wholly un-intrusive, the wall ties are 
most likely intact and in reasonable structural order to provide adequate 
connection of the outer and inner brick wall skins.  No excessive or repetitive 
cracking defects or evidence to suggest that the ties have failed is present on 
the outer cladding. 
 
External rear steps and handrails are in poor condition and require 
refurbishment 
 
A chimneystack as viewed from the ground level would appear to be 
structurally defective with a full height crack evident in the stack and this 
should be subject to replacement or repairs to ensure future stability. 
 
The building has not been subject to excessive settlement or subsidence to 
the detriment of the property. 
 
A general summary of the building would suggest that it is in reasonable 
structural order and has potential for refurbishment works to enhance thermal 
efficiency of the block. 
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1.0 Introduction 

 
Cowal Design Consultants Ltd (CDCL) were approached by Collective 
Architecture on behalf of Argyll Community Housing Association (ACHA), to 
undertake visual inspection and reporting on the condition of the existing 
property as noted above, in line with the brief to undertake an assessment of 
the energy efficiency of the property and to propose measures to potentially 
reduce the tenants’ energy consumption and costs. 
 
CDCL were represented on site on 3rd February 2010, accompanied by 
representatives of other professional consultants. 
 
Weather conditions on site during the works were cold and dry. 
 
 
2.0 External Appraisal 
 
The basis of the inspections carried out was to provide a visual structural 
appraisal of the block externally and internally.  All elements of structural 
importance were inspected for defects. 
 
The block comprises 3 storey, flatted accommodation, constructed most likely 
in or around the 1960’s.   
 
Construction comprises external masonry cavity tied walls, rendered with 
roughcast finish and a tiled roof with felted boards and timber trusses.  
Precast concrete elements have been used to form external and internal 
stairs and landings within the property, as well as external lintel and 
windowsill features. 
 
A brief inspection of the condition of the external elevations in terms of 
structural and aesthetic defects for the block was carried out.  Three 
elevations, at south, east and west are appropriate, with the north end 
connecting to the neighbouring block.  Photographic records of the 
inspections for each elevation have also been included herein. 
 
The block is accessed to the front and rear by communal doorways, however 
the ground floor level of the property is raised, timber floors and entry is 
gained by stepped access to.  The entrances are linteled, most likely by 
prefabricated concrete lintels or similar.  No excessive defect is evident at 
these locations.  The external façade above the front entrance comprises a 
smooth rendered finish, which has been painted and may require 
refurbishment or repainting. 
 
From inspections of the external façade, numerous retrospectively drilled and 
backfilled holes are evident.  At the time of writing it is not known whether the 
property has been subject to retrospective cavity wall insulation and this 
should be confirmed from records for the property, prior to assessment of the 
energy efficiency of the block.  It should be noted that no defects are evident 
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in the block to suggest the insulated wall panels and wall ties are structurally 
inadequate at this time. 
The south gable elevation is in particularly good order in terms of visual 
condition and render weathering.  It is thought that this gable has potentially 
been re-rendered retrospectively given its condition, however this is 
unconfirmed at the time of writing. 
 
The rear or east elevation of the property is in reasonable structural condition, 
mainly roughcast rendered, however there is a section of smooth render 
which would appear to have been carried out retrospectively or renewed 
recently.  Some minor cracks are evident at window and door corners, which 
can be attributed to thermal movement and are not of major structural 
importance. 
 
The rear communal doorway is accessed by stairs, which have been 
constructed using precast landings and steps onto rendered masonry support 
walls to match the main block construction.   The steps and railings are in 
poor condition generally, with many areas of uneven landings and spalled 
concrete.  Railings are also in need of refurbishment and most importantly, 
the connections to the precast and walls are poor and should be addressed.  
Areas of render have spalled to show exposed masonry below. 
 
Wall ties were located on all elevations using a Micro Cover Meter.  All wall 
ties are understood to have been placed at the time of the original 
construction, estimated to be dated around the mid 1960’s. 
 
From the cover meter survey the wall ties appear to follow a staggered pattern 
of approximately 600mm to 900mm horizontally and vertically on all 
elevations, which is compliant with standard wall tie patterns utilised for 
external cavity wall construction at the time of construction.   
 
Given knowledge of the type of construction at the time of the build, it would 
be prudent to assume that the wall ties would be of the double twist, fishtail 
type and most likely galvanised.  Present day construction would preclude the 
use of these ties due to potential for problems with corrosion.  Galvanised 
steel within cavity construction would not be utilised nowadays, with modern 
day ties comprising stainless steel.  Where proposals are considered for fixing 
further cladding to improve thermal efficiency, it would be considered prudent 
to check the condition of existing ties via intrusive methods. 
 
An external visual appraisal of the roof was carried out from ground level, 
which confirmed a tile clad duo pitch roof in reasonable condition, other than 
localised areas of defective or loose tiles, most likely attributed to effects of 
weathering. 
 
Roof drainage appears to be adequate and intact, however during the 
inspections it was dry and no appraisal of blocked or flowing gutters could be 
made. 
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The external chimneystack, which is thought to serve the property, is in poor 
condition as viewed from ground level.  The rendered masonry stack and 
chimney pot appear to have a wide crack, running vertically, which based on 
the remote assessment would be potentially structurally inadequate and 
require repair or replacement. 
 
Given the non-intrusive nature of the inspections, it should be noted that no 
appraisal of existing foundations have been carried out.  No defects are 
evident to suggest that foundations are structurally defective and they are 
assumed to be in good condition.   Foundations are most likely to comprise 
either piled or simple reinforced strip foundations, commensurate with 
construction practice of the time. 
 
 
3.0 Internal Appraisal 
 
The internal appraisal was limited due to the nature of the non-intrusive 
inspections and the extent of finishes within the occupied flats. 
 
The main internal construction of the flats comprises: 
 

Precast stairwell and landings and metal hand railings. 
Masonry walls with plaster/render finish. 
Internal timber frame walls. 
Internal timber joist separating floors. 
Timber roof trusses (attic type). 

 
The roof space was viewed by ladder access within the main stairway top 
landing and all timbers appear to be in good condition, well vented and 
comprise nailed and bolted joints, which are in good order.  The ceiling level 
of the roof has not been floored.  Given the condition of the roof space and 
the open nature of the timber elements, potential for future insulation or 
thermal improvement could be achieved structurally, however it would be 
prudent to assess trusses in terms of load capacity where additional loading is 
envisaged. 
 
The ground floor solum and timbers were viewed from hatch access within 
one of the properties.  Ground floor joists comprise 150x50 joists at 450mm 
centres and appear in good condition and well vented.  Masonry compartment 
walls split the spans of the joists to reduce deflections within the floor. As with 
the roof, given the condition of the solum and ground floor timbers, the 
potential to improve thermal efficiency could be achieved, as before with due 
assessment of the capacity of the timber joists where additional load is 
envisaged. 
 
Precast stairs and landings are in reasonable condition with some minor 
cracking to finishes.  The topmost landing appears to slope considerably and 
this is assumed to be a defect at the time of original construction, as no 
subsequent or adjacent defects are noted.  
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4.0 Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
From the above noted inspections, we can conclude and recommend as 
follows: 
 

The existing building comprises 2 skin masonry external walls with the 
outermost façade dash rendered.  All elevations in reasonable 
structural order with some minor defects including cracking, weathering 
and general aesthetic issues. 
The cavity walls may have been retrospectively insulated on elevations 
and confirmation should be sought from records for the property. 
Cavity wall ties are present; most likely comprising 4mm double twist, 
fishtail, wall ties generally placed in a staggered formation at 600mm – 
900mm centres horizontally and vertically (subject to intrusive 
confirmation). 
No movement joints are evident within the elevations, which may 
contribute to cracking at windows and mullions on the rear elevation. 
No gable joints are evident, however vertical movement cracking does 
not appear to be particularly prevalent. 
The chimneystack and pot at roof level are in need of replacement or 
repair. 
Rear entrance steps and handrails are in need of refurbishment. 
Additional retrospective wall ties may be utilised to enhance the 
strength of the connection of external cladding to internal skins of 
masonry, carry additional loadings from proposed external insulated 
panels and allow for future potential of corrosion to existing galvanised 
ties, which would not meet with current construction methods.   New 
remedial ties (where applicable) should be utilised in a staggered 
pattern in between that of the existing ties where deemed necessary.  It 
should be noted that an intrusive inspection of the ties might be 
required prior to any additional cladding application. 
The block is in generally good condition with no major structural 
defects.  There is potential for improvement of thermal efficiency within 
the block in relation to the structure and applications to achieve this 
would be possible, however where additional loads are envisaged to 
structural elements then prior assessment of the capacity of structures 
to carry increased loads would be advisable. 

 
 

Report By   Date   Checked  Date 
 
 
 
 
 
** 
The contents of this report are based on the findings of the structural inspection undertaken at the date noted. 
The comments and recommendations herein are those expressed by Cowal Design Consultants Ltd and have been compiled 
based on visual appreciation and reference to associated documentation made available to the writer.  Although some engineering 
design or assessment of adequacy of structural elements has been carried out by the writer in forming the report it does not 
preclude the original engineering designers from their responsibility to comply with applicable legislative design and engineering 
procedure at that time. 
 
 
 






















































